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PTC India announces strategic collaboration with Multi-national Technology 

Companies 

PTC India Limited, on the twenty-third Annual Day Celebrations announced the execution 

of memoranda of understanding (MoU) with five technology and knowledge-based 

companies. The company is pursuing a strategy of offering technology-based solutions and 

related services across the energy value chain.  

The MoUs were executed with Ircon International Limited, Greenstat, AutoGrid, Hexagon 

and Chemtrols. All these companies straddle the entire energy value chain. With Ircon, PTC 

is aiming to collaborate on Project Management Consultancy, Transmission & Distribution 

Projects, DPR preparation, survey/site assessment, engineering / structuring, bid process 

management for various projects. With Greenstat, a Norwegian company, PTC is working 

towards development of Green Hydrogen projects in India with a scope that encompasses 

iFeasibility studies and/ or Project Management Services for Green Hydrogen Solutions to 

potential beneficiaries in India as well as identifying opportunities for development of a 

Centre of Excellence for facilitation of Green Hydrogen in India. In the partnership with 

AutoGrid, PTC will offer solutions for demand side management for distribution utilities, 

potential opportunities in the implementation of virtual power plants in India and offer 

technical solutions for supplying and procuring the round the clock power from renewable 

energy sources and other solutions in related segments. With Heaxgon, a Swedish 

multinational, PTC seeks to deploy technology-based solutions in project lifecycle 

management for conventional and renewable energy assets, geospatial mapping and safety 

infrastructure in the field of transmission and distribution and other related segments. 

Under the framework of understanding with Chemtrols, PTC is seeking to partner with a 

strong front-end implementation team to deploy technology solutions in the segments of 

utility management, renewable energy management and system automation. 



 
 

Speaking on the sidelines of the event, Dr. Rajib K. Mishra, CMD, PTC stated “PTC has always 

been an organization that has been responsive to the needs of an evolving market. As a 

market maker, we have several clients in the entire value chain encompassing 

generation to distribution. Also, we are now transitioning to be an energy solutions 

provider offering services and technology-based solutions to market participants 

including in emerging areas like Green Hydrogen. With the announcement of these MoUs 

, we are announcing our readiness to offer any solution that the energy market 

participants require.” 


